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OCLC serves

60,000
libraries in

112
countries

Appendix E: About OCLC

OCLC is a nonprofit membership organization that promotes cooperation among
libraries worldwide. More than 60,000 libraries in 112 countries have used OCLC
services to locate, acquire, catalog, lend and preserve print and electronic library
materials. 

OCLC was established in Ohio in 1967 by a small group of libraries whose leaders
believed that working together they could find practical solutions to some of the
day’s most challenging issues. What began as a way to automate the traditional
library card catalog rapidly became a collaborative revolution that involved
thousands of libraries around the world. Working together, OCLC and its member
libraries cooperatively produce and maintain WorldCat, which now contains over 
85 million bibliographic records and more than 1.1 billion library holdings. 

Collaboration among librarians and OCLC solved the practical problem of automated
cataloging. Ongoing collaboration led to additional OCLC services, including services
that help libraries build e-content collections and provide online access to special
library collections like maps, newspapers, photographs and local histories.  

The OCLC membership jointly created the largest interlibrary loan system in the
world. Recent expansions and new partnerships in Europe now enable the OCLC
collaborative to exchange more than 9.7 million items annually to information
consumers and scholars around the world. 

WorldCat.org continues OCLC’s efforts—begun with the Open WorldCat program—
to make library resources more visible to Web users and to increase awareness of
libraries as a primary source of reliable information and helpful personal assistance.
Where Open WorldCat inserts “Find in a Library” results within regular search engine
results, WorldCat.org provides a permanent destination page and search box that lets
a broader range of people discover the riches of library-held materials cataloged in
the WorldCat database. Both services open up the assets of the OCLC cooperative to
the searchers of the world.  

In addition to the many services offered, OCLC funds library research programs,
library advocacy efforts, scholarships, market research and professional
development opportunities.   

OCLC Programs and Research incubates new technologies, sponsors the work of
library scientists and represents libraries on a range of international standards
bodies. OCLC Programs and Research is also actively engaged with the world’s
information community to further the science of librarianship.  

www.worldcat.org


OCLC library advocacy programs are part of a long-term initiative to champion
libraries to increase their visibility and viability within their communities. Programs
include advertising and marketing materials to reinforce the idea of the library as
relevant, and market research reports that identify and communicate trends of
importance to the library profession. Several of the reports are noted in the
introduction to this report and on the following page. 

OCLC provides financial support for those beginning their library careers and for
established professionals who excel in their endeavors through a series of annual
awards and scholarships. Of note is the IFLA/OCLC Early Career Development
Fellowship Program, jointly sponsored by the International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions (IFLA), OCLC and the American Theological Library
Association (ATLA). The program provides early career development and continuing
education for library and information science professionals from countries with
developing economies. 

OCLC participates in WebJunction, which is an online community of libraries and
other agencies that share knowledge and experience to provide the broadest public
access to information technology. A service created by the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation’s U.S. Library Program, OCLC and other partners, WebJunction features
articles, handouts, courses and forum discussions that are practical, down-to-earth
and friendly. WebJunction addresses the real issues that librarians and library staff
face every day. 

OCLC’s vision is to be the leading global library cooperative, helping libraries serve
people by providing economical access to knowledge through innovation and
collaboration. OCLC is headquartered in Dublin, Ohio, U.S. and has offices
throughout the world.  
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Australia

Suite 5, 131 Paisley Street
Footscray, Victoria 3011 
Australia
T +61-3-9362 8500
F +61-3-9362 8501
E australia@oclc.org

Canada

701 Salaberry Street, Suite 200
Chambly, QC J3L 1R2 Canada
T +1-450-658-6583

888-658-6583
F +1-450-658-6231
E canada@oclc.org

China

Room 1207, 12th Floor
China Electronics Plaza, 
Building B
No. 3, Dan Ling Road
Hai Dian District, Beijing 100080 China
T +86-10-8260-7538
F +86-10-8260-7539 
E china@oclc.org

France

14, Place des Victoires
92600 Asnières sur Seine, France
T +33-1-55-02-14-80 
F +33-1-47-93-50-13 
E france@oclc.org

Germany

Grünwalder Weg 28g
82041 Oberhaching, Deutschland
T +49-89-613-08-300
F +49-89-613-08-399
E deutschland@oclc.org

Mexico

Av. Amores 707 Desp. 401
Col. Del Valle
México 03100, D.F.
T +52-55-5687-3307
F +52-55-5523-9212
E mexico@oclc.org

Netherlands

Schipholweg 99, 2316 XA
P.O. Box 876, 2300 AW
Leiden, Nederland
T +31-71-524-65-00
F +31-71-522-31-19
E nederland@oclc.org

Switzerland

St. Jakobs-Strasse 96
4052 Basel, Schweiz
T +41-61-378-80-70
F +41-61-378-80-79
E schweiz@oclc.org

United Kingdom

7th Floor, Tricorn House
51-53 Hagley Road, Edgbaston
Birmingham B16 8TP, UK
T +44-121-456-46-56
F +44-121-456-46-80
E uk@oclc.org

United States

6565 Kilgour Place
Dublin, OH 43017-3395 USA
T +1-614-764-6000

800-848-5878 
(US + Canada only)

F +1-614-764-6096
E usa@oclc.org

mailto:australia@oclc.org
mailto:canada@oclc.org
mailto:china@oclc.org
mailto:france@oclc.org
mailto:deutschland@oclc.org
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mailto:nederland@oclc.org
mailto:schweiz@oclc.org
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Related OCLC Research and Reports

The Perceptions of Libraries and Information Resources (2005) report to the OCLC
membership summarizes findings of an international study on information-seeking
habits and preferences. The study was conducted to help us learn more about: library
use; awareness and use of library electronic resources and Internet search engines;
use of free vs. for-fee information; and the “Library” brand. The report was based on
the survey results from 3,348 respondents from six countries: Australia, Canada,
India, Singapore, the U.K. and the U.S. To access the report, visit the OCLC Web site
at: www.oclc.org/reports/2005perceptions.htm.

The College Students’ Perceptions of Libraries and Information Resources (2006)
report to the OCLC membership, presents a subset of the Perceptions of Libraries and
Information Resources report, and focuses on the perceptions and behaviors of 396
undergraduate or graduate students ranging in age from 15 to 57. The study was
conducted to help us learn more about: library use; awareness and use of library
electronic resources and Internet search engines; use of free vs. for-fee information;
and the “Library” brand. To access the report, visit the OCLC Web site at:
www.oclc.org/reports/perceptionscollege.htm.

The 2003 OCLC Environmental Scan: Pattern Recognition report was published 
in January 2004 for OCLC’s worldwide membership to examine the significant
issues and trends impacting OCLC, libraries, museums, archives and other allied
organizations, both now and in the future. The Scan provides a high-level view of
the information landscape, intended both to inform and stimulate discussion 
about future strategic directions. To access the Scan, visit the OCLC Web site at:
www.oclc.org/reports/escan/default.htm.

http://www.oclc.org/reports/2005perceptions.htm
http://www.oclc.org/reports/perceptionscollege.htm
http://www.oclc.org/reports/2003escan.htm
http://www.oclc.org/reports/escan/default.htm
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